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ARTICLE VII. 

THE EGYPTIAN YEAR.' t 
By Joseph r. Thompson, D. D., New York. 

IT is about thirty years since Champollion le Jeune made 
public his discovery of the notation of the ancient Egyptian 
calendar. ~he most ancicnt form of the Egyptian year 
scems to have been a year of twelve lunar months. "The 
hieroglyphic signifying' month,' was represented by the cres
cent of the moon." ~ The first change made in the year, was 
the substitution of solar for lunar months, making twelve 
months of thirty days each, and a year of three hundred and 
sixty days. To correct the variation of the seasons conse
quent upon ljIuch a division, five Epagomenre, Epact, or In
tercalary days were added after the twelfth month. This, 
however, was still a "vague year." To compensate for the re
trocession of this, the &t/,ic year was invented; though 
at what period, is uncertain; which, dating from the heliacal 
rising of the Dog-star, which preceded the annual overflow 
of the Nile, made a year of three hundred and sixty-five and a 
quarter days. The Sothic period, on a great scale, answered 
the same purpose with our intercalation of a day in leap
year. A Sothic cycle of1460 siderial years was equal to 1461 
vague or solar years; when the seasons, having receded 
through the whole round of the solar year, came again to 
their original point of departure, coincident with the rising 
of Sirius. 

This solar year, of twelve equal months-leaving out of 

1 Die Ol,ronologie der .JEgypter bearbeittl l'O/I RICHARD !.EP81U1. Einleitung 
and Jo:rster Theil, Kritik der Quellen. Berlin. 1849. 

NO!lvell~8 Reel/erches sur la divisioll de r Annlle des Ancien. l~qypt;en,. Suiyies 
d'un Memoire sur des Observations Planetaircs consignees dans quatre 
Tablcttes Kg-yptiennes en };criture Demotique, par HENIU BatJo8cH. Berlin 
and Pal'is. 1856. 

I Wilkinson, 4: 18. 
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view the five Epagomenm-was subdivided into a tropical 
year of three· seasons, based upon natural phenomena. 
These seasons were of equal duration, each comprising four 
months of the solar year. This was the discovery of Cham
pollion, first announced in his letters, and afterwards elabo
rated in his GrammairB Egyptieflne, his GrammairB E~ro
glyphique, his Memoire sur les Signes, and other works 
edited from his manuscripts, after his early and lamented 
death.l The result of this discovery is thus described by his 
elder brother, M. Champollion-Figeac. 

The twelve names of the months, in the Egyptian calen
dar, are divided into three series, each of which is charac
terized by a particular sign, surmounted in all by an inverted 
lunar crescent; beneath which are one, two, three, or four 
marks, to indicate the number of the month in that s~ason. 
These three series, representing the twelve months, show 
that the Egyptian year was divided into only three seasons. 
The first sign signifies the season of Vegetation; the sec~md, 
that of Harvest (r6colte); the third, the season of InfLndaticm. 
The crescent over the first sign, with one stroke beneath i~ 
4"' denotes the first month of the season of vegetation 
(whose special sign was a Garden); a crescent with four 
~at strokes above the same sign, denotes the fourth mont b 
jJ of the same season; i. e. the fourth month of the Gar

e..... den Season, the season of growth. And in like man
ner for the three seasons and the twelve months. The year 
began with the season of the Inundation; the rising of the 
Nile being the great phenomenon of nature in Egyptian 
history.s 

This division of the year by Champollion has been fol
lowed, with slight variations in terminology, by all leading 
Egyptologers since his day. It has been accepted as a set
tled fact, and has formed an important datum in Egyptian 
chronology. 

Wilkinson styles the three periods, the. &ason of the WtJ" 

1 Pabliabed by DidDt F~r .. , or Paris. MOlt or tbeBe are in the Allor Libra.,. • 
• Enp" Aftc:ien,.., par M. Cbampollion-Figeac. Paria, Dido&. p. 286. 
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ter Plants, the Season of Ploughing, the Season o/the Waters. 
Mr. Reginald Stuart Poole styles them, the Season of Vege
tation, the Season of Manifestation, the Season of the Water,. 
He adds: " There are diversities of opinion respecting the 
interpretation of the names of the first two seasons j and 
what I have given as the interpretation of the name of the 
second season, is merely the radical signification of the 
group j but the name of the third season is undoubtedly the 
I Season of the Waters j' and this gives us an accurate 
means of ascertaining the characteristics of that tropical 
ye1.r to which these names of the seasons must have origi
nally applied.l " 

Birch, Kenrick, Osburn and others, coincide in this view 
of the calendar. Says Osburn: "The year, in Egypt, natu
rally divides itself into three seasons: four months of sow
ing and growth, corresponding proximately with our N~ 
vember, December, January, and February j four months of 
harvest, which, in like manner, may be vaguely m9.rked, in 
our calendar, by the months from March to June inclusive; 
the four months, or moons, of the overflow, complete the cy
cle of the Egyptian year. This division of the year ob
tained in Egypt at the most remote period of which we have 
any record.'" 

In the divisions of the year, and in the reading of the hie
roglyphics for each period, Lepsius follows Champollion 
without deviation. He classifies the three periods of four 
months as the Inwndation (Wasserjahreszeit), the Spring
time (Friihlingsjahreszeit), and the Season of Fruits (Frucht
jabreszeit). Each month of these several periods, while it 
bore the generic sign of its period, had also a particular hie~ 
glyphic of the presiding divinity of that month. The names 
of the months were really the names of Month-gods, as given, 
with minor variations, in the tablets of Thebes and Edfn. 
These names are Thoth, Paopi, AthM, Choeak, 7bbi, Meckir, 
Pharmenoth, Pharmuthi, Paehons, Paoni, Epep, Mesorl. 
The whole system is finely exhibited, in a tabular view, by 

1 Harm A'gypliacm, London, Morray. 
I Monllmeotal History, 1: 14, 143. 
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Lepsius, at pa.ge 134 of his Chronologie. The first column 
contains the ruling hieroglyphic symbol in each of the three 
periods. The second gives the Hieratic 1 writing for each 
month; the third, the Demotic 2 for the same; the fourth, the 
Coptic, in both the 'fheban a.nd the Memphian dialects; the 
fifth, the Greek ; and the sixth, the Arabic names of the months; 
the seventh and eighth, the hieroglyphics of the divinities of 
the several months, from the groups of Thebes and Edfu re
speciively. Wilkinson and Poole give also the modern Cop
tic names of the months; so that our means of comparison 
are as complete as could be desired. 

The symbols of the three periods Lepsius, after Champol
lion, describes as follows :- The first is represented by a 
reservoir above, with the determinative of tDaves below, thus 
c:::J ; the second by a garden ;!g; the third is represented 
/VINI 

::::::::. by the plan of a kQuse-h, and the phonetic comple-
ment of the mouth-r, LJ, signifying her, and equivalent to 

<> 
the Coptic term for cii1us, alimentum. Lepsius adds that 
these interpretations of the hieroglyphics for the three sea
sons, long ago given by Champollion, are so perfectly obvi
ous that they need no further elucidation.' 

With this strong array of authority in favor at Champol
lion's reading of the Egyptian calendar, it looks like te
merity for a single explorer in the field of hieroglyphics to 
question that reading. But here, as in every department of 
science, evidence, not authority, must determine truth. 
Brugsch, who in Egyptian research, disputes the palm with 
Lepeius himself, announces a discovery of the phonetic 
value of the upper term in the hieroglyphic sign for the eec
ond Tetramenie of Champollion (la Recolte, the Ingathering), 
which reverses the whole notation of the Egyptian calendar. 
Champollion assigned to the initial character of this hiero
glyphic, viz. the house-plan n, the phonetic value of the 
letter H j and he regarded the entire sign HeR as a verb, 

1 The Aieratic is related to the hieroglyphic as our written style to prin'ing. 
I The demoCic has simpler characters, and a more popular style • 
• Chronologie, p 148. 
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meaning to a.ppear, to manifest itself. Brngsch asserts that 
this rendering was derived solely from a comparison of the 
hieroglyphic and Greek texts of the Rosetta Stone j and that 
neither Champollion nor his successors have ever been able 
to detennine the Coptic equivalent for this initial. This fail
ure he imputes to a confusion of terms. 

" 1.'he reading HeR owes its origin to the confounding of 
the initial sign n with another character r -L- = H, whose 
phonetic value is established by a number of proofs. That 
these two signs have nothing in common, is proved by the 
demotic, in which the first LJ, representing the plan of a 
house, is expressed under the form I"A [an inverted v, with a 
double stroke upon the left] j while the other, on the con
trary, takes the form /'t [an inverted v'], which equals the 
letter lL But if one examines carefully the texts, both hie
roglyphic and demotic, in which this character occurs
taking a number of words, and especially the proper names 
of Egyptian cities-the sign n (/"A, in demotic) is found 
to be but an interchangeable phonetic (variante phon6tique) 

for the well-known character I ,represented in demotic by 

u, whose equivalent is P. For example, the demotic name 
of the island of Philfe, is written either with u or with ,). at 
the beginning." So of many other names, of which M. 
Brugsch gives a large nnmber of examples. This argument 
for the reading of P instead of H as the equivalent of the 
hieroglyphic of the house-plan, seems perfectly conclusive. 
The demotic character u undoubtedly equals P. This char
acter u is often interchanged with the demotic /A. Either 
character is used indifferently. Therefore ,). also equals P. 
But ;>.. is the demotic representative of the hieroglyphic n, 
and therefore P and not H is the phonetic value of that sign. 

The substitution of P for H wherever this hieroglyphic 
occurs, improves the rendering of many inscripHons as trans
lated by Champollion, Birch, and others, and elucidates some 
that were wholly obscure. The value of P applied to the 
hieroglyphic group in question, in the same manner as to 
its hieratic and demotic representatives, gives the reading 
PeR j which is also sustained by the Coptic. 
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This reading PeR or PeRI, which M. Brugsch substitutes 
for the HeR of Champollion, he makes equivalent, in its pri
mary verb form, to oriri, nasd. Coupled with the hiero
glyphic sign for the mouth, he makes it equal to annuntiare, 
nan'are, proferre, narratio, fabula. In applying this reading 
to the hieroglyphic sign of the second season of Cham pol
lion's calendar, M. Brugsch remarks: -

"Before I had discovered the reading PeR, I could not 
satisfy myself as to the meaning of the word as there read; 
and RO, notwithstanding my doubts, I adopted, in my Demo
tic Grammar, the explanation given by Champollion in the 
tabular groups of the twelve months of the Egyptian year. 
The reading PeR, for the group representing the second sea
son, solves all my difficulties. This word, as the name of a 
season, is very well preserved in the Coptic by <I>-plU and 

npw, both feminine, which, in that language, mean winter, 

so that the second quaternary of months (tetramenie) in the 
Egyptian year is not that of harvest (which corresponds to 
summer), as Champollion had supposed. If we adopt the sig. 
nification 9f winter for the second quaternary of months in 
the Egyptian calendar, a very grave question arises as to the 
succession of the seasons; for this must be altogether dif
ferent from that established by Champollion." 

M. Brugsch calls attention to the fact that, in many hiero
glyphic texts, two groups representing the seasons are con
trasted with each other, just as we contrast summer and 

e 
winter. The group thus contrasted to PeR is SeMOU or 
c 
SOUM, which signifies heat or summer. 

e c 
The reading of 8Ummer for ~ = SeMOU or SOUM, 

instead of inundation, is confirmed by an inscription given 
in "Die Denkmiiler AiJ,gyptens" (Abtheil iii. Tar. 140 b). 
This inscription states that the king had caused a well to be 
dug in order that persons might quench their thirst" during 

e 
the' heated-term' in SeMOU." But why dig a well for 
quenching thirst in the time of the immdation ? Summer, 
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the time of heat, is clearly intended. Hence M. Burgsch ar
gues that the Egyptians had but two seasons. 

"If, then," he adds, " I have satisfactorily ~hown that the 
c 

season PeR is that of winter, as SOUM is that of summer, 
or of heat, the three t6tram~nies and the commencement of the 
Egyptian year are altogether different from what is commonly 

supposed. That which is represented by ;ijg (trees and plants 

springing from the water of the inundation), and with which 
the Egyptian year commences,is not the season of vegetation, 
but really that of the inundation, comprising the first four 
months of the year. The season following is not that of har
vest, but that of winter j and the third is not the season ofthe 
inundation, but that of summer." 

The difference between M. Brugsch's division and that of 
Champollion is clearly exhibited by the following diagram: 

Mnnth"l T:tr.lU~nle. or FOu .... 1 Be.IODO, 1 Montb., I T~I"'m~nl.,_ 
,,1Ch nwnth pt~rtndlt. ac- by nr our tflrdin(E to 

30 ilKY' cmdlllq lu IIru •• ch. BruJoch. Cftl., d,r. (,ha.pull,oD. 

--1 -'} The Inunda- 1 June-JuT-ly-. --'-::'}'-----'--

82 tion. Se. Cop- } Summer. July-August. Vegetation. Aug.-Sept. 
4. tic,Fluctuatio. Sept.-Oct. 

1\ } Oct.-Nov. } 
6 Winlff.-PeR. Winter. Nov.-Dec. Harvelt. 

871 Coptic, nieml. Dec.-Jan. 
Jan.-Feb. 

9 I } c 1 Feb.-:Msrch. } 
10 Summer. Se- Sum- Marcli-April. Inundation. 
11 1 M~U. Cop- mer. April-May. 
12 tic, ,LE,tas. \ May-June . 

The five Intercalary Days-June. 

M. Brugsch begins the year with the period of the inun
dation. . This accords with all ancient authors who treat of 
Egypt. He maintains that Champollioll has placp.d the be
ginning of the year eight months later than the fact. 

In conclusion, M. Brugsch remarks: " I am far from shar
ing in the opinion expressed by M. Lepsius, in his Chronol
ogy of the Egyptians," that the interpretation of the seasons, 
made long ago by Champollion, requires no further exami
nation. Had not a false appearance of evidence confirmed 
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that great Egyptologer in error, all who have followed him, 
including M. Lepsius, would doubtless have been struck, as 
I have been, with the difficulties and contradictions which 
appertain to the received division of the Egyptian seasons." 

The bearings of this discovery upon Egyptian chronol
ogy, we cannot at once determine. M. Brugsch does not in
dicate these in his Memoir, but modestly lays his discovery 
atthe feet of Egyptologists. We learn, however, thatin pri
vate conversation this gentleman inclines to a much briefer 
chronology of ancient Egypt than that of Lepsius and Bun
sen. This he may develop in his forthcoming work on the 
geography of Egypt. M. Lepsius cannot well overlook the 
challenge of his great rival; and, in dne time, this discovery 
must work a revolution in Egyptian chronology. Egyptol
ogy, like Geology, must pass through successive phases be
forlt it is settled upon the basis of accepted and irrefragable 
science. Let theologians not be disturbed by "chimeras 
dire." Let them remember the Zodiac of Dendera. In due 
time light will be brought forth from Egyptian darkness, 
and truth will be established in her perpetual harmonies. 
The Bible can afford to wait until Science shall have ma
tured her opinions. There never can be a real conflict be
tween them. 

It is a source of regret that America has contributed so 
little to Egyptology. May we not hope that, in connection 
with the Cooper Institute in New York, which is to contain 
the fine collection of Egyptian Antiquities made by Dr. Ab- • 
bott, some Birch, or Brugsch, or Poole will arise, to wipe off 
the disgrace which such charlatans as Nott and Gliddon are 
bringing upon American science? 

The investigations ofM.Brugsch touching the Egy.ptian ca
lendar, are followed, in hislwochwre, by a Memoir upon certain 
planetary observations recorded in demotic writing upon four 
Egyptian tablets. These tablets are included in the valuable 
collection of Egyptian antiquities made by Rev. Henry &0-
bart, an English clergyman, in his travels in Upper Egypt, 
in the years 1853 and 18M. Alae simile of the inscriptions 
is given in the plates that accompany the Memoir. The 
tablets are of wood, measuring each four inches by two and 
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a half, and are covered upon two sides with quintuple col
umns of demotic characters. These prove to be a series of 
observations upon the places of five planets in the signs of 
the zodiac. By the reading of these tablets in comparison 
with the zodiac and the rectangular planisphere of Dendera, 
M. Brugsch corrects Lepsius as to the order of the five plan
ets in the astronomy of the ancient Egyptians, and also in 
the hieroglyphic reading of the planets themselves. The fol
lowing table exhibits these differences. 

Lop_lu •• 

1. HeR-KA -= Jupiter. 

2. HeR-TOU =- Venus. 
c 

8. HeR-TOB = Mat'll. 

4. Pe-NouTeR -= Mercury. 

6. SeB .... Saturn. 

BrUlleb. 

HoR-KA = Saturn. 
c 

HoR-SoT -= Jupiter. 
c 

HoR-ToS -= Mal'll. 

Pe-NeTeR-TOUA .... Venus. 

SoWeK =- Mercury . 

Thus widely do these eminent Egyptologers differ as to the 
basis of the chronology of Egypt. The matter cannot end 
here. Not even Lepsius can afford to ignore Brugsch, as 
Bunsen and others affect to despise Mr. Poole. M. Brugsch 
does not hesitate to charge a grave error of interpretation 
upon the author of the Chronologie der .JiJgypter, which must 
seriously affect his whole chronological system. In proof of 
this, he adduces the evidence of these newly-found tablets, 
and of numerous other astronomical inscriptions. Whatever 
may be the issue of this diversity between the two leading 
Egyptologers of Berlin, certain it is that the chronology of 
Egypt is not yet adjusted to a scale 50 fixed that it is worth 
while \0 try to conform to it the elements of Biblical chro
nology scattered through the Old Testament. 

The order which M. Brugsch assigns to the planets, 
in Egyptian astronomy, corresponds with the common 
astronomical faith of the nations of antiquity. In' l\1r. 
Stobart's four tablets, these five planets follow each other 
twenty-eight times, in the same order. M. Brugsch pre
pared a careful translation of t.hese tablets, to be submit
ted to the leading astronomers of Europe. He append. 
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a letter from the eminent astronomer Biot, of Paris, from 
which we translate the following: 

"I have great pleasure in informing you that the astro
nomical restoration of the demotic tablets' has been made at 
London, by Mr. Ellis, an assistant of Mr. Airy, of the Green
wich Observatory; and that tlUs accords remarkably with 
your conjectures. Mr. Airy hi~self informs me of this, in It, 

letter which I received from him yesterday, and I hasten to 
transmit to you this good news. Mr. Ellis finds that these 
are, without doubt, records of the· places of the planets; 
those which he has :testored, extend from the year 105 to the 
year 114 of our era. This last point corresponds with the 
close of the reign of Trajan in Egypt-as you had conjec
tured. The Egyptian year, according to which these places 
are registered, is found to have commenced on the 29th of 
August by the Julian calendar, which shows that the dates 
are conformed to the fixed Alexandrine year, which was in 
use in Egypt from the fifth year of Augustus. 

" The most useful resolt of your discovery will be, I think, 
the ascertaining beyond a doubt the names that the Egyp
tians gave to the five planets, the characters with which they 
wrote these, and perhaps the special symbols, if such there 
were, by which they designated them; these last may pos-. 
sibly be recovered from the Pharaonic monuments. That 
these notations of planetary places were made after tJctuaI 
observations, seems to me not at all probable. In fact, for 
this there must have been, in the time of Trajan, at Thebes 
or Memphis, a grand observatory, manned by accomplished 
observers, well appointed with instruments, and making con
stant note of the movements or the planets; - all things of. 
which there is no trace in Egypt at that epoch, exoept at 
Alexandria, and there only to a limited extent. I therefore 
incline to regard these tablets as having been the 'fWte-book 
(caZepin) or the yeM-book of a Roman or Greek astrologer 
living in Egypt, who thus inscribed, for his own use, the 
places of the planets calculated in advance according to the 
Greek astronomy; merely transforming the dates of the 
vague year, into corresponding dates of the fixed year." 

VOL. XIV. No. 6:5. 66 
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Such is M. Biot's conjecture as to these curious tablets. 
However viewed, they must furnish additional data for the 
determination of the chronology of Egypt, by the help of her 
astronomical records. 

ARTICLE VIII. 

NOTICES OF NEW PUBLICA.TIONS. 

LENTEN SER:MOl(S.' 

FIRST of all, as we peruse these discourses, our attention is arrested br 
the boldneR!, and even baldness, of their style. TheBe qualities would be 
the leu notiCE'.able, if the discourses had emanated from a less aristocratic 
circle. The Bishop of Oxford, in his 'trmQn on Half-RepentarlCe, exclaims : 
II How many a cry for mercy, in that hour of agony, [the hour of death-bed 
repentance, so~ed] is only the bowl of the unrenewed nature under the 
whip, not the turning of the heart to God I" p. 14.. Half-repentance 
"stand. close beside men, watching for their soul, like some gibbering devil 
tranaformed for their destruction into an angel of light." p. 15. The tenth 
lermon in tbe volume is entitled" Our Lord'. Agony," and is written by 
Tbomas ThelulllOn C~er, M. A., Rector of Clewer, Berks. Here we read 
ncb pusag8II as these: "We have leen how, in the depth of eke agon, of 
God, sorrow finda ita consolation." p. 19. "Such an one, then, can feel 
the bl8lBed consolation which 110m from the agony of God, and can hear 
God in His sorrows, speaking with the ,'Oice of a man to man's heart." p. a. 
" It is impo!lllible not to deny one's self, while one considers the II1Afferinga of 
God." p. 28 j see also p. 25. "God bas not only taken into Himself the 
Dature of man, He bas taken into Himself the consciousness of the wounda 
which He received in that nature. The sympathy of God for human suft'er
ing is the result of the experience obtained through the inward triala 01 
His own sensitive nature." p. 18. It is certainly not usual to speak or 
God's obtaining experience from the trials of God'. sensitive nature, or 01 
God'IIl'onscioU8neu of the wounda which He received on the cra-. The 

1 Lenten Sermons. Preached 00 the evening of each Wednesday and Friday, 
during the season of Lent, in the Church of St. Mary·the· Virgin, Oxford. With 
• Prefl\Ce by Samuel, Lord Bishop of Oxford. Oxford, and 877 StnDd, Lon
don: John Henry and James Parker. 18&7. 
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